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Learning Goal: Our  class is working on writing descriptively, using our 5 
senses.

Success Criteria:

___  I include a strong topic sentence that catch the readers' attention.

___ I include interesting ideas in my writing.

___ I elaborate on my ideas with details that add to writing.

___ I use strong descriptive adjectives, using my 5 senses.

___ I use my personal voice when writing.

___ I end with a strong concluding sentence that ties my writing together.

___ I've checked my work for correct spelling, grammar and punctuation.



What is Descriptive Writing???

Descriptive writing is writing that:

* holds the readers attention.

* paints a vivid or clear picture in the mind of 
   the reader.

* has many adjectives (descriptive words)



With your completed Fall Birch Tree art in front of you, FOCUS
and VISUALIZE, using most or all of your senses, what it would be 
like if you were talking a long, leisurely walk through your fall 
scene!

Fill in your sense chart with as many descriptive adjectives as 
possible!!

1. Pre-writing





Sense Chart



2. Draft copy
In your writing book or on the computer, write a descriptive 
paragraph of everything you would experience while you were 
talking a leisurely stroll through your fall scene.

Use your sense chart to help you.

Follow the success criteria!

3. Proof read and edit.

4. Descriptive Feedback
Share your paragraph with Mr. Cameron or your D.F partner to get 
feedback based on the Success Criteria.

Read over your paragraph and make corrections, additions and 
changes.

5. Final Edit
Make final changes, additions and corrections based on the feedback 
you received.

6. Publish!!



1. Use Photo Booth to take a picture of your art!

Enhance/Edit your art!

2. Use a Screen shot (Command, Shift, 4) to crop your photo of 
your art in Photo Booth.

3. Drag the your screen shot into iPhoto and using EDIT and 
EFFECTS to enhance your art work.

See next page for Screen Recording



Screen Recording to Explain How to

Edit or Enhance Artwork in iPhoto

Click to view!

Or visit: https://vimeo.com/118184545



Turn your descriptive paragraph and 
art work into an iMovie!

Click here to view a student sample!

Turn page for Success Criteria for making an iMovie

Or visit: https://vimeo.com/118184544



 Our class is learning how to produce creative and effective iMovies.

Success Criteria:

Learning Goal:

__ I have practised reading my script with the appropriate voice I wish to use and have 
underlined/highlighted the words/phrases that I wish emphasize.

__ I select/illustrate/capture image(s) that will add an interesting visual element to my script.

__ I record my voice, insuring that I have spoken in the manner in which I have practiced (loud, 
clear, appropriate pace and expression, etc).

__ I listen to my voice recoding and re-record where necessary.

__ To add to the overall effectiveness of my iMovie, I add appropriate transitions, text, music 
and sound effects.

 __ I edit my iMovie to insure that it flows in a way that my voice and visuals are highlighted 
and the extra effects help add to its overall effectiveness.

__ I make any final edits where necessary.

__ I export my iMovie to the desktop.

   




